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PERFECT PRESERVATION 

The Almighty Author of the Qur'an has 
decreed in Sura 15, Verse 9, that the Holy 
Qur'an, God's final message to the world, 
shall be perfectly preserved until the end 
of the world. 

Today, with the discovery of the Qur'an's 
miraculous mathematical composition (see 
THE COMPUTER SPEAKS: GOD'S MESSAGE 
TO THE WORLD, published by this Masjid), 
we KNOW that every single letter in the 
Qur'an has been perfectly preserved. Not 
only does the Qur'an's supernatural mathemati
cal system prove that the Qur'an has been 
perfectly preserved, it also guarantees the 
Qur'an's preservation forever. 

What does perfect preservation of the Qur'an 
exactly mean? Just as the word "preservation" 
implies, this means that every single letter 
in the Qur'an has been divinely protected; 
not a single letter has been lost. 

Yet, some people have noted that the Qur'an 
has been, and is being, printed incorrectly 
in many parts of the world. Does this mean 
that the Qur'an has not been preserved? NOT 
AT ALL. Because the Qur'an, the correct 
Qur'an, the complete Qur'an, continues to 
exist. We know exactly what it looks like; 
we know exactly ho.w many letters it contains, 
and we know exactly what extraneous materials 
have been injected and what distortions have 
taken place, either inadvertently or purposely. 

Shown below are photocopies from three 
popular translations of Qur'an, with the Arabic 
text written incorrectly. The verses shown 
are the very first Qur'anic revela.tion. The 

Qur'an's sentry, the extraordinary mathematical 
code, dictates that the first revelation of 
Qur'an consists of 19 words and 76 letters 
(19x4). The reader will note that the three 
transiations exhibit 78 letter~, not 76 (19x4). 

1. Pickthall's 

2. Yusuf Ali's 

3. Sher Ali's 

This violates the Qur1an1s mathematical code, 
and is caused . by the erroneous writing of 
the word 11lnsaan11 (Human being)". The reader 
will note that this word is written in the 
three versions with an extra letter "Ale f." 
Since there are two such words in the first 
Qur'anic revelation, two extraneous !ette!:"S 
appeared, causing the erroneot.:s total of 
78 letters. 
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Ti":e cor!"ect w<iting of these ver~es. is 
:::t':c1•. :1 :Jeiow from an Azhar-approved Qur'an 
th£1 t confor:ns ~o the original Qur'an as writ ten 
by ~·luhamme.c·~ own he.nd (see M.P. of April 
! ~~:'P. 'il:t! ;:-eacer will note that the number 
c[ \\·-:·:-c:.s is 12.· unci the number of letters 
is 19 x 4 = 76. 

This bulletin has published overwhelming 
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evidence, supported by the indisputable physical 
facts of the Qur'an's mathematical system, 
proving that two false statements were tacked 

j( to the end of Qur'an (according to its chrono
~ logical order of revelation) a few years after 
tl the Prophet's death. The following is a c::ndens
lJ ed summary of the accumulating evidence: 

~ 1. The count of the most important word 
in Qur'an, the word ALLAH, is 2699 when 
the last two verses of Sura 9 are included, 
and 2698 (19xl42) when these two verses 
are excluded. · ~ 

~ 2. 
The count of the word ELAH (god) is 96 
when Ve~es 9: 12 8 & 12 9 are included, 
and 95 (19x5) when these two verses are 
excluded.--

~ 3. 

~ 4. 

The count of the word RABB (Lord) is 
970 with- the two statements, and 969 
(19x51) without them. -
"FF.eCount of the word RAHEEM (merciful) 
is 115 when the two statements are includ
ed and 114 (19x6) when thev are excluded. 

5. The count of the word RASOOL (messenger) 
is 115 with the two verses and 114 (19x6) 
without them. -- --

6. The word ANFUS (Selves) occurs 153 
times when the two statements are included, 
and 152 (19:x8) when thev are excluded. 

7. The word TAWALLOW occurs 20 times 
when 9: 128 6: 129 -are included; 19 times 

. when they are e.xcluced. -

- :- ; :-:; -=,.., 
8. The frequency of the word TAWAKKALT 

fi Trust) is 58 when the two statements 
are counted. and 57 (19:x3) when thev 
are not counted. - -- • 

9. The word 'ARSH (Throne or Dominion) 
occurs 20 times when the two false v~rses 
9: 128 & 129 are counted, and 19 times 
without them. -

Thus, there are 9 crucial violations 
of the Qur'an's mathematical code, and 
all 9 violations are located in the last 
two verses of Sura 9. 

10. The "BISMILLAH"-(The opening statement 
for every Sura) is missing from Sura 9 
making it the only Sura that does not 
open IN THE NAME OF GOD. 

11. According to such famous, classic, referen
ces as AL-BUKHARY, AL-SUYOOTY, 
& WN KATHEER, which deal with the 
history of Qur'an, every single verse in 
the Qur'an was verified by a multiplicitv 
of witnesses, "except tlte last two vers.; 
of Sura 9." 

12. The one witness or source of these two 
verses is claimed to be Khuzeimah Ibn 
Thaabet Al-Ansaary, according to these 
famous references. 

13. Khuzeimah Ibn Thaabet A1-Ansaary happens 
to be a late Medinan .Muslim, while the 
last two verses of Sura 9 are universally 
labeled as "Meccan Verses," as documented 
below: 

14. The classic sources of Qur'anic history 
have reported that the Umayyad Khalifa 
Marwan Ibn Al-Hakam, who died 68 yrs 
after Hijrah, destroyed the original Qur'an 
"fearing it might become tlte cause for 
new disputes!!!" (see 'ULUM AL-QUR'AN 
by Ahmad Von Denffer, The Islamic 
Foundation, 1983, Page 56). If the original 
Qur'an were identical with the Qur'am 
in existence, why should Mal""Wan destroy 
it? The reader is urged to review· the 
Muslim Perspective issues of March 1985, 
April1985, September 1986 & May 1987. 

As mentioned above, the erroneous 
printings of the Qur'an around the world, 
the addition of extraneous letters or senten
ces, and the common practice of adding 
exegeses, interpretations, explanations, 
commentaries, subtitles, (ootnotes, etc., 
all these extraneous materials never negate 
the fact that Qur~an, the complete Qur'an, 
has continued to exizt, and will alwavs 
exist, perfectly intact. . • 

~~~~~~~Note: Not only did the enemie3 of Qurcrn and two false verve3, they added ~=--..: :-- .::"""--.-- 9 hli.ge volume3 of Hadith to the teachings of Islam. §~:§§~-3~~ 



1. PRINCIPLES OF MUSLIM PRAYER: 
Everything you need to la'low about 
the 5 daily prayers ••••••••••••••••••• $24.00 

2. .ARABIC LANGUAGE LESSONS: 
Read the Qur'an in 2 weeks •••••••• $24.00 

3. ESSENTIALS OF ISLAM: 
All duties & prohibitions ••••••••••• $24.00 

4. LIFE HISTORY OF THE PROPHET: 
Great Motion Picture (3 hrs) ••••• $24.00 

5. PRINCIPLES OF JUM'A PRAYER: 
Requirements and procedure •••••• $24.00 

6. THE WOMAN IN ISLAM: 
Plu.s Qur'an recitation by a Muslim 
woman (YaSeen & Rahman) •••••• $24.00 

7. WITNESS A Mffi.ACLE: 
Mathematical MiracLe of Qur'an.$24.00 

8. KING OF CHAOS: 
Answering our most urgent questions. 
A must for every Muslim ........... $24.00 

9. IN DEFENSE OF THE BmLE: 
Some people attack the Bible, though 
it is the word of God. The truths 
& distortions in the Bible .......... $19.00 

10. EVOLUTION OR CREATION: 
Both confirmed by Qur'an. Best 
demonstration of the Qur'an's mathe-
matical miracle •••••••••••••••••••••• $24.00 

11. FRIDAY KHUTBAS (SERMONS): 
History-making sermons. Dr Khalifa. 
3 sermons/Video •••••••••••••••••••••• $24.00 

12. ISLAMIC TELEVISION PROGRAMS: 
Khalifa's world-wide broadcast.$24.00 

13. THE GREAT DEBATE: Leading 
evolutionists versus Dr Khalifa's 
victorious Qur'anic evidence 
atvely & exciting) ................... $24.00 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

DiAL TOLL FREE 

OlJTSTANPING BOOKS 

14. QUR'AN: THE FINAL SCRIPTURE: 
Most Popular tronsl'n. Khalifa .. $13.30 

1 S. THE COMPUTER SPEAKS: GOD'S 
MESSAGE TO THE WORLD: Khalifa. 
Mathem'cal Miracle of Qur'an..$9.50 

16. QUR'AN: VISUAL PRESENTATION 
OF THE MIRACLE: Quran te:t 
with math ccxle superimposed •••• $9.50 

17. QUR'AN, HADITH, AND ISLAM: 
The whole truth. ....................... $3.80 

18. QUR'AN: THE ULTIMATE Mm.A.'CLE 
mustrated math'1 miracle of the 
Qur'an. Ahmed Deedat. •••••••••••• $2.85 

19. THE NAMES OF ALLAH IN 
RELATION TO MATH~ MIRACLE 
OF QUR'AN: Dr. Cesar Majul. ••• $1.90 

20. MUSLIM PERSPECTIVE: Ne111sletter. 
Every issue a revolutton. ••••• $12.00/yr 

21. MECCA: Beautiful masterpiece 
by LIFE Mag. photographers ••••• $19.00 

22. HOLY QUR'AN: Arabic only. Great 
selection. ....... $5.00 to 20.00 (Jnqu.ire) 
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TAP£ CASSEIT£5 

23. MUSLIM PRAYERS: What to do 
& say. nzu.strated booklet. ........ $5.00 

24. ARABIC LANGUAGE LESSONS: 
Read & wrtte in 2 weeks ............ $5.00 

25. ESSENTIALS OF ISLAM: ••••••••••• iSJJO 
26. LIFE OF MUHAMMAD: ............. $5.00 
27. Math'l MffiACLE OF QUR'AN ••• $5.00 
28. HOLY QUR'AN on Tape Cassette'i. 

Complete. Best collection by an 
famous reciters: chanting, teaching, 
& Tarteel recitations. With and 
1A1ithout English tra:n.slation a;T.d 
transliteration (1ilquire) ... $5.00/hour 
(Discounts for the Complete Qur'an) 

29. QUR'AN ENJOYMENT SERIES: 
Te:rt-proven. Absolutely the best 
and most enjoyable way to learn 
Qur1an and Arabic. Live recorr::!fr.gs 
of the most outstanding recitations 
by the most famous reciters. Plus 
printed materiats ••••••••••••••• $5.00/tmit 

30. QUR'AN: THE LAST PARA: 
3 tapes + English meanings •••••• $15.00 

(1-800-992-5524) 
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A new postage stamp has been i~sued in 
t:::r·:ot featuring a large number 19. the common 
~:ii:ominator throughout the Qur'an, as well 
..,;:. God's previous scriptures (see M.P. of 
Au:rust 1985) . 

. .\ll of the Qur'an's initials (A.L.!\f.! Q, N, 
Y .S.. H.~.t.. K.H. Y .'A.S, etc} occur in their 
(;r.apters in multiples of 19, without a single 
~::xceoticn. 

We are still waiting for any disbeliever 
to exolain this supernatural phenomenon: 

' Why, for example, do the seven J?aa Meem 
initialed Suras (Suras 4D-46) contam exactly 
2 141 (19x113) Haa Meem's? Why does the 
Ya Seen initialed Sura No 36 contain precisely 

. 285 (19x15) Ya Seen's? Why does the Q-initialed 
Suras (42 &: 50) contain 57 Q's each (19x3), 

. the N-initialed Sura (No &if contains 133 
· N's U9x7}, the ~initialed Suras (No 7, 
I9 &: 38) contain a total of 152 SSaad's (19x8), 
and so on and on and on ••• without a single 
exception! Yet, these overwhelming physical 

i facts constitute only a small portion of the 
· toiif mathematical miracle of the Qur'an. • 
! No wonder, therefore, that God Himself calls 
: it "ONE OF THE GREATEST MIRACLES" 
1 (Qur'an 7 .t:35). 
i The number 19 is, of course, a Qur'anic 
· nur::ner (74:20) and the ignorant enemies 

of God and His Qur'anic miracle have gone 
as far as accusing God Almighty of being 
a Eahai (!!!), because the Bahais honor the 
nur.:e:- 19 somehow!!! 

The enemies of God's miracle have allocated 
huge budgets and carried out an unbelievable, 
vicious, campaign world-wide to discredit 
God's 19-based miracle in the Qur'an. They 
concentrated their propaganda on the premise 
that the Bahais honor the number 19. In their 
blind slavery to Satan, their attack, unwittingly, 
accused the Almighty Creator of being a 
Bahai, since He has designated the number 
19 as the common denominator in all His 
scriptures and to represent His signature 
throughout the universe {see the INTRODUC
TION to mv new translation of the Qur'an). 

The num~ber 19 happens to declare the mes
sage of the Qur'an and all previous scriptures 
of God. For the number 19 is the numerical 
value of the word W AAHED or 0 N E in the 
Arabic language . 

Letter Its Numerical Value* 
Waa 6 
Alef 1 
Haa 8 

.J Daal 4 

TOTAL··················.!! 

Thus, the number 19 declares that GOD IS 
ONE. 

*See the full details in QUR'AN.: VISUAL 
PRESENTATION OF THE MIRACLE (2-17 
pages). published by this :.rasjid. 


